
Teelie Turner releases an 
adorable new tale about 
fairies and their magical 

work.  

MMagical Fairy Farm Life 
with Jonathan the Fairy 
Farmer is a must read for 
all ages. And, it is more 
than just a book, it is a 
complete experience. 



It might not be Christmas anymore, but it is still certainly 
a magical time of year with the release of a new fairy 
book by author, Teelie Turner. In Magical Fairy Farm Life 
with Jonathan the Fairy Farmer, Jonathan takes the time to 
tell his readers, believers in fairy magic about his work 
around a farm that is filled with animals who needed a 
place to live. The story also talks about how the animals 
anand the fairies help each other with their barter system.  

From the first page to the last, the words and illustrations 
in Magical Fairy Farm Life with Jonathan the Fairy 
Farmer will have you hooked. The text from the book 
jacket reads: It is early one morning when Jonathan, a 
Fairy Farmer shows a human believer in fairies around 
the special magical farm where he works and lives. He 
and the other fairies that work there are responsible for 
cacaring for all the animals. They don’t need an alarm clock 
because the rooster wakes them up. A Water Fairy and a 
bit of fairy dust ensure that the animals get watered. 
Some fairies use tractors and other farm machinery in the 
fields to make hay. The fairy farm also has a huge garden. 
Join Jonathan, The Fairy Farmer on his morning walk 
around the farm so that you can meet the animals and 
learn about tlearn about the farm’s operations. 



We’d love to be able to tell you about the animals on the 
farm where Jonathan lives but we don’t want to spoil any 
of the magic in this intriguing fairy story. Order your 
copy today to enjoy Jonathan’s tales of his work and life as 
a fairy farmer. 

In addition to his amazing book, Jonathan also has an 
incredible instant fairy garincredible instant fairy garden that is just waiting for you 
to enjoy it. This DIY craft is available as an instant 
download here and can provide hours of magical fun as 
you assist farmer Jonathan in looking after his animals. 
This educational and affordable instant fairy garden can 
be enjoyed with family, friends or for one-on-one play. 

Many celebrations can also be enjoyed with Jonathan 
inclincluded farm themed birthday parties. To enhance the 
birthday celebration, you might want to use Jonathan the 
Fairy Farmer stickers and magnets as party favors. 
JJonathan’s complete collection of merchandise is available 
on Redbubble. Multiple accessories such as more animals, 
hay bales and farm equipment can also be added to the 
fairy garden to enhance playtime. Possibilities are endless 
when the power of imagination takes hold. Some of these 
accessories can be found on the Teelie’s Fairy Garden Etsy 
page.



https://www.teeliesfairygarden.com/
http://tommytinkerstore.com/


https://teelieturnerauthor.com/
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